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Io Preamble _,___ ___ ..._. 
According to the Resolution on Energy and the Environment adop-
ted by the Council on 7 November 1974 "··· the Communities and 
the I'1ember Str~tes should investigate the special problems asso-
ciated with the development of atomic energy, particul~rly the 
dangers of rAdiation, ,t~~~~..£.f...£.~?..£.'t<?..~-~fet;y ••• "(l) 
This Communic<.\tion, which forms part of the "Nuclear Plsn of 
Action" presented by the Commission in February 1974( 2), is in 
line with this Resolution, particularly in view of the privi-
leged place which nuclear po'!lrer holds in tho Community's energy 
policy objectives (160 GV/e instf'.lled in 1985 and, if possible, 
2 00 G~! e ) ( 3) • 
Public opinion'is becoming increasingly aware of the effect 
which industrial and technological development in general has 
on the environment. In this connection, it is essential to take 
note of the increasing criticism wh~ch is being directed against 
the growth in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and which, in 
some countries, takes the form of· a stru~gle between the envi-
ronment protection movements and the promoters of nuclear deve-
lopment. 
Because of the special historical. origins of nuclear power, the 
measures taken to pl~otect persons OCCUpAt'ionally exposed to ra-
diation and the generRl public, as well as to safeguard the 
environment are extremely -stringent and have reached a level of 
safety rarely found in other sectors of industry. 
-------..-
(1) Doc. R/2996/74(ENV 137 ; ENER 48) of 14 November 1974 
(2) Doco COM(74)10 final 
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(3) Council Resolution of 17 December 1974 on "The objectives of a 
Community energy po1icy 11 a 
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This is reflected both in the severity applied· to the fixi.ng of 
danger thresholds as regards ionising radiation and in the tech-
nological design of.plant and related equipment and, above all, 
in the regular anal~sis of the various possibilities of fai~ure 
or of ~ccidents a11d of the ways of· guard-ing ag~inst such poseli-
bilities • 
However, the fast-growing use of nuclear. energy and the constant 
technological-development in this sector mean that vigorous and 
long•term action must be t~ken. 
The main aim of the project is to ensure that the nuclear objec• 
tive set by the Council is achieved under economically viable· 
conditions, without in any way sacrificing safety. 
As with all other industrial activity, the benefits of the pea-
ceful use of nuclear energy must be set agni~st its inherent 
disadvantages and there must be an objective comparis6n with 
the benefits and disadvantages of the currently available alter-
/ • ' 'l 
natives (e.g., danger of pollution from coRl and oil)~· 
It should, however, be noted that nuclear plant safety is only 
one aspect of the "Protection of public health and.of the envi-
. . . 
ronment" sectio·n of the nuclear plan of action presented by the 
Commission. Nention should be made of the other espects, viz., 
radia.tio.n, heat pollu,tion, tr~nspprt of r!=\dio.active material, 
q~anagement and_ ... storage of radioactive waste, and decommissioning 
of nuclear installations ~hich have alr~ady been or will be the 
subject. ,of appropri~te measure.s by the Com~ission. 
Nuclear. safety raises many problems of a technological and in-
dustrial nature. 
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These relate mainly to arrangements and measures to : 
- ~rev~~ abnormal operating conditions in nuclear plants (power 
plDnts, fuel cycle plants) and accidents of internal or exter-
nal origin (for instance, seismic phenomena, explosions, air-
craft crashes) ; 
~ ~~ the consequences of abnormal conditions or accidents 
- ~s~ that, in normal operating conditions, the permitted ra-
diological limits for gaseous and, liquid effluent are not ex-
ceeded. 
The various circles concerned, i.e., the operators, constructors 
and public· authorities responsibi~ for nuclear safety, cope with 
these problems in ways varying from o:he country to another : 
- by applying case-by-case analysis and inspection methods 
- by preparing and applying a whole series of measures (specifi-
cations, regulations, general and detailed guide criteria, in-
'' dustrial standards affecting safety) which may be generally 
referred to as "nuclear standards" ; 
by implementing applied research programmes. 
Because of the rapidly changing nature of nuclear technology(l), 
work on nuclear safety at present is based on a desir~ to avoid 
-- constraining standards which might hamper subsequent development. 
This tendency is apparent from the laws and administrative pro-
cedures which come within the purview of the national or even 
' . 1(2 ) h . t. reg~ona aut or1 ~es. 
---------------------(1) In fifteen years, reactor capacity has risen from about 200 ~Me 
to over 1000 MWe per unit. 
, (2) Federal -Republic of Germany 
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.· {" ·. As a result of accelerated recourse to nuclear energy, safety 
techniques are tending to develop disparately from country to 
country, witH the risk of incurring the following adverse ef-
fects : 
• proliferation of barriers to trade ; 
--growing divergences between nuclear plant lic~nsing procedu• 
res, with a corresponding lengthening of lead times ; 
- lack of uniformity in the presentation of information to the 
public, which is making increasing demands for fuller details 
on these matters ; 
possib~li~y that.di~parities wi~l eventually develop in the 
quality of the protection of ·the general public ; 
• proliferation of pointless duplications in appl~ed research 
programmes •. 
IV. Means ~~d ends of CommJLnitl actiop 
~ne·Community is required by the Treaties to contribute to the 
development of the nuclear industry in compliance with requi• 
rements for safety and the proteqtion'of the health of .the ge-
neral public, and also to ensure the smooth functioning of the 
Common Market. 
It must therefore step up its measures to prevent the ·above-
mentioned ,adverse trends becoming irreversible. 
Furthermore, since nuclear safety problems go beyorig not· 'only 
the frontiers of the Member States but also those of the ·.commu-
nity as a whole. it is incumbent on the Commission to act as a 
catalyst for the measures which are often taken on a.b~~oder 
international plane. I ' 
It is recommended that the Commission should pursue and inten-
sify the two types of action in which it has been engaged 
hitherto, namely : 
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1) measures to harmonize safety techniques and etandar,dize equipm.ent .. \ 
2) measures to encourage the coordination of applied research program• 1·:··· ~ 
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~~~es of the fiJ:st typ£ are, for the moment, mainly under-
taken by a working party on Light Water Reactor Safety set up 
at the end of 1972 and composed of representatives of the Com-
mission, of n~tional authorities responsible for nuclear safety, 
power plant operators and constructors. 
Because the legislative responsibility for nuclear safety rests 
with the national authorities and because, as has already been 
said, this is a fast-developing technological field, the Commis-
sion intends, as n preliminary step, to promote jlhe gradual har-
monization of standards by regularly organizing consultation and 
discussion between the competent parties at Community level and 
by regularly disseminating the results of this work among the 
various circles involved. 
This work, which is mainly of a technical nature,.must be supple-
mented by reciproc~l exc~nges __ ~f Jlnfor~~tion on the licensing 
,b~~E.._<!__adm_l_tgsj:rative pr~j..}lres in __ f.orce ill. the rMember States. 
A preliminary information report on the current situation regar-
ding laws and procedures in this field will be published ;t the 
beginning ?f 1975. The Member States aro requested to give no~u 
. t~fication of any new draft law, regulation or admini.strative 
. ' 
provision on the safety of nuclear installations in order that 
consultations and exchanges of information may be organized by 
the Commission at Communjty level. 
If work on tec.hnical harmonization enjoys the co.nstant ~~por_i 
of the parties. concerned, and above all the responsible' govern-
mental authorities, the Commission believes it will be able to 
draw up general recommendations ·on the basis of the. second indent 
of Article 124 of the EAEC Treaty by 1978. 
By undertaking su·ch measures at Community level, it vJill be possi-
ble, to a lar~~ extent, to parry the adverse 'effects referred to 
abovea In addition, as the guardian of the smooth functioning of 
the Common Market, the Commission may, at some future date, pre-
sent draft "directives" to the Council on the basis of Article 
100 of the EEC Treaty. o/ • • o 
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, With regard to 'measures of the seoo~ t;Ype (coordination of 
research), the work in' c:onnection wfth light water reactors 
is being conducted by a working party similar to the one men• 
tioned above, but including representatives of the national 
, research centres, and in the case of fast breeder reactors 
by groupe associated with the Coordinating Committee on Fast 
Reactors, which was set up by the Council in Ap!il 19?0. 
The'research in progress in the Community at the present time 
.consists of a number of national programmes, accounting for 
the greater part of the' approved research in this field,.: and 
also the programme of the JRG at Ispra. , 
It is necessary that the Community should first fix its ~atten­
tion on : 
systemati~ improvement of the ,flow of information on research 
... 
programmes, and their results ; 
•• • ' j, 
consultation and greater efforts at alignment between th~ 
experts in accordance with the priorities obtained by com-
'paring the requirements of the government authorities res-
:: ponsible for nuclear safety, the constructors, the operators 
and the rese~rch centres. , 
It should be noted, moreover, .th,~ _non:mem~er countries well 
advanced in the nuclear field (e.g. the Un~t.ed States) are de• 
voting consf·derable effort to research on nuclear safety' and ' 
are very re~eptive towards the promotion 'or exchanges of infor-
~ ' I ' ~ I I ! 
mation and schemes for bi-national or multinational collaboration. 
In the course of 19~.5, the. Oo~issi..on propo~es to a-sk the Council 
for a brief to negotiate a protocol to the Outline Cooperation 
' ' ' 
Agreement between the EAEC and USAEC, dealing specifically with 
,. 
questions of light water reactor safety. 
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The recml ting intensification of Community a;:J.d international coo-
peration might well give-rise to joint· pr0grammes other than those 
of the JRC. The Commission inte~ds to sutmit specific proposals 
in this connection. 
The general report annexed to this Comr.r .. mication g:i.ves a detailed ac-
count and description of Community ·activities in the area ·of "Nuclear 
safety", and discusses thei;r futuJ. e prospects. Am~.mg other questions, 
it considers the '\oJOrking methods of the groups already set up and the 
results obtained until now. 
Ti1e Council's attention is drawn to the fact that, if the current ac-
t~vities are to be successfully carried through, a substantial effort 
will be required in th~ way of preparatory back-up studies ann coordi-
nating work, involving the participation of experts from the various 
centres concerned. This means that appropriations of about :o rdllion 
DAlgian Francs will have to be allocated annually to provide basic 
--
f~nancial support for this ~or~. 
The problems of nuclear safety caused on a national level by the 
rapid development or nuclear programmes tend at this m0ment to po~ 
larize the attention and activi~y of the government authcrities 
responsible for nucJear safety a~ well as of operators, const~uctors 
and research centres. 
Instead of being in the common interest intensified and accelerated 
the work done on Community level is likely to be slo~ed down. 
An engagement at the highest possible Co~munity level seams there-
fore necessary in order to avoid the tend~ucy of falling back to 
national activity. 
For this reasons and on the basis of this Communication and the 
accompanying general report 1 the Council is requested to adopt the 
appended Resolution. 
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DRAF-T F.ESOLTJTION 
The Council of the European f'10rnm:uni ties 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy 
Community 
Havirlg regp.rd t<) the Opinion 1St the ~~Parliament 
~~~ ~ ~!atlo:.l h".n t~ii 'the ~U -a ~~t..d:ltm and 
~ombinetl rep·ort on technological pi'Oblems of nuclear saft:l'tyf 
Whereas nuclear power is required to play a privileged part in the 
supply of energy to .the Community 
~nereas the technological problems relating to nuclear safety call-
for appropriate action at qommunity level 
Whereas through an aligment of safety techniques the national auN 
thorities responsible for nuclear safety ana the electricity pro~ 
ducers will be able to benefit from a harmonized approach to the 
problem at Community level 
Whereas the problems of nuclea~ safety go beyond the frontiers not 
only of.Member States but of the Community a~ a whple and it is the 
Commission's role to .act as a catalyst for schemes which have been 
launched on a broader international scale 
ha~ adopted this resolution 
The Council 
... asks the licensing authorities and the ass.ociat.ed safety and 
inspection authorities·, the operators, the constructors and the 
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age~cies resp~nsible for ap~lied reaearch programmes to intensify 
their collaboration at Com~uni~y level in accordance with the ways 
~~d objectives i!ldicated by the Commission in 0rd~r : 
• to assure the same.degree of pro~e~tion of the population and to 
eliminate or to avoid barriers to trade by harmo~ization of prac-
tice and criteria in nuclear sef0ty 
• tc avui1 ueeless ~uplications in programmes of applied research 
by a greater effort of co -ordina.tion in this respect 
asks the Member States to commun~oate to the Commission any draft 
laws, regulatious or a~winJstretive provisi0ns regarding safety of 
nuclear plants so that the Ccmm~ssion may arrange appropr1ate con-
sult~tlcns at Comm~n~cy level ; 
- anks the Member States to adcrt a common position within tne compe-
t~nt inte~nattonal orsanizations for any problems concer~~ng harmo-
' 
nization ~f practice aLd criteria as well as co-~rdination of re-
search ~n nuclear safety 
asks the Commissio11 to submit annual reports on the progress 
achieved 
- notes that for the successiul implementation of the measures des-
cribed in the communi;ation of the CommissJ.o:n appropriate funds 
. shou:::.d be provided each year fer the finandng of back-up studiaso 
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Drat~ Report from the Commission to the Council 
ori the impleiT,lentation of "Guidelines a.nd Priority Meas,Jxes 
for a Community Energy Policy" (cm'L(74) 10 final, 1 February 1974) 
Report· concerning: technvlogieal problems relating 
to nuclear safety 
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The rapid developments taking plr,ce in the :nore highly industria-
lized countries, and the mccium- and long-term programmes and. 
forecasts of m~)st other count:des indic:J.te thc..,t the use c;f nnclear 
povrer for peacefrtl purposes is destined to assume an increasingly 
predomin~nt roJe. 
At the same time, public opinio~1 has become more sensitive to 
matters concerninz the environmental repercus8ions of any indus-
trial or technological development. Even the peaceful applications 
of nucle:1r power constitute a targe~ in the controvGrsies ~,rhich 
sometimes arise bett-reen public opinion and the promot.:;rs of such 
developm.:mts. This trend - often 2.mplified by emotional r:;actions 
is essuming disquieting proportions in certain countries or regions 
and arousing international interest. 
"..nd yet, as far as environ1nental protectio:c. is concerned, t.he 
historic~l origins on nuclear power have. - at least as regards 
the peaceful applications of such po1.ver - led to safety measures 
and devices rarely equalled in modern technology. 1This is illus-
tro_t ed by the Eevere danger thresholds set for ionizing radiations, 
the dedgn of nuclenr plants themselves Emd above all the systematic 
analysis of the various sources of faults, malfunctions or serious 
1J.?cident~, and the means of p;~.•otectio~ against such ev·3nts • 
. ; .. 
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All these effo~s lead to very exacting requirements and a continual 
search ~or ever safer solutions which inevitably have economic 
repercussions. As in thA case of any activity of modern society, it 
' . 
is normal that the benefits which mankind derives from this source 
of power snould eventually be wei~~ed against the ~isks inherent in 
the use thereof. Public opinion should also realize that, by setting 
up unrecsorwable barriers 1 it runs ~he risk of stepping up the dangers 
of pollution against which it legitimately wishes to protect itself. 
2. Safety~sP·ni~es : aims, p~rties~oncerned1 rol9 and natu~e_of 
Commission measures 
Apart from radiological aspects(!) - which are not dealt with in this 
Report - the development of nuclear power in strict compliance with 
safety and public health requirements poses numerous technological 
and intt~strial problems. 
The principal technological problems all stem from the fact that, 
depending on the pa~uicular features of-their sites, nuclear plants 
must be designed,, built ~~d maintained to extremely high safoty 
standards throughout their operating life and that,. in the event of 
minor incidents or more serious accidents, the pos~ible consequences 
for worker~ and the general public· must be kept within acceptable 
limits. Furthermore, allowances must be made for the effects of 
(l)The radiological aspects are in particular dealt with in ··tie 't'reme-
work of the pluriannualq:•esearch program of the Community "Bioiogy 
and health protectionn. 
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externa.l events such as earthc:uakes 7 explosions (e.g. proximity of 
c:r"emi0al industries, danr;erous shipments) 7 aircraft cr".shus c:r 
excE:ptional circmnst::mcGs (riots 7 wars 7 scboto.ge). 
~he v~rious parties concerned (i.e., operators, constructors and 
p;1bl:.c authvri ties) cope tvith these problems, with varying 
thoroughness from one country to anothel~, in the follmving wayG 
:)y malcing specific r_nalyses in eo_ch Cei.S(J and :~.y form~.1lat inc; ar:l 
applying re<;ulations, S?0Cifications, general or detailed 
guiding cri t0ria and industrial standards v.ritl1 safety 
implicntions(l): 
(1) Those r0e-ulations o_nd. specifica.tions (e.z., certain regula-
tions concerninr3' prossuri7;od steam applia.ncoss the 10 CF~l 
50 ba~dc requirements in the U3, the "Rogclwerh:" in prepu.-
ration by the KTA in l:Jest Ge!'many), guide criteria. (e.('". 
tho "e:-encral design criteria" drmm up in ~vest Germ<my and 
the United Statcs 1 sit in!,;' criteria~ the OSAEC rezu.ln.tory 
guides relating to the de3ign of systems nnd accident ::.nn-
lysis7 the "Fachnormen DI:J Kern<.;nergie>~ mc,inly c:Jncornr;d 
~ri-th systerr.s), and industrial standJ.rds (e.g. tho 11Fachnur-
me.1 DIU KernenerV.e 11 1 mc>.inly concerned with compo:r.e:.1t s, or 
eeneral industrial standards for· the d0si511 and in<?.n:tfacturo 
of mechn,uical 1 electromechmlical P..nd electronic c?m:pouents 
, nd sub:\ssomblies) me1y be t:,Touped under the hen,ding of 
"Imclear stancl.ards 11 • These "st::mdards" 2-re gene.r·ally for-
r.mlated vin the •~compulsory" c~an.:1els (safety ~nd inspectio:1 
autrorities and agen':)iez) and "no:1-compto.lsory" channels 
(joint effvrts by op::Jrators, construction comp.J.nics and 
safet~· and inspection authcri ties anL. n{;encies), Hi thin the 
fram:mork of various standards or52.nizations or industrial 
associ'3.tions : e. g., neutscher Formenausschuss (JJ:rl\), 
Kerntocnnischerl\.usschEss (1..'T.~), VDE-VDI, Dampf'..cessel vere.i.", 
. I .. 
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... by checking that the equipment (from the a.ngle of design, 
c:n:str;J.ction end operation) C,)mplies with the current 
codified standards of good industrial pr~ctice and safety 
(specifications, criteria and industrial standerds), or 
supplementary standards (non-mandatory) ~ 
by implementing applied,research programmes designed to 
clarify any uncertainty which ID?Y persist in this field. 
All these technical measures are based on the laws and 
administrative procedures of each coUI).try, which are sub-
ject to constant revision. 
Safety techniques, therefore, tend to develop differently 
from one country to another, possibly giving rise to barriers 
to trade and lengthy approval procedures ·and, in the future 
to divergent degrees of protection of the population. 
Nuclear power· production may thus be jeopardized, 
Now that in~ustrial and technological collaboration· is 
becoming increasingly frequent across national frontiers 
and the internntional market fo-r nuclear plant is expan.;.. 
ding, it N"ould be unthink;::.ble to allow the above situation 
to bvcorne permaneut. 
V.d.TUV, .tunerican·!~uclea.r Soci~;Jty (MS), .Ll.ffierican NE!I.tiona.l Standc'U'ds 
Institute (ANSI),Association of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), 
Institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), etc ••• ) 
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Under the Euratom Treaty, the Community has the obligution to 
contribute towurds the develcpment of the nuclear industry~ while 
ensuring the safety and protectlon of the health of its inhabi to.nts. 
1\part fron radiological aspects 1 the technical problems involved in 
guc1ranteeing the safety of nuclear pm-rer plants pli1y a determining 
role in the harmonious development of these industries in favourable 
economic conditions. 
Generally speaking, bearing in mind particular site chv.racterist.i.cs 
and environmental hazards, the technological aspects of nuclear 
plant safety (all types) consist of : 
- safety measures and devices employed in the design, construction 
and operation of the plant to ~ard ag-c1.in,!'!,i abnormal condi tiOL'lS or 
accidents 9 safety meesures and devices employed to limit the 
consecruo:1ces of abnormal conditions or accidents 
in normal conditions, practical limits on t!1e discharge of liq<..".id 
or gaoeous effluent and safe-cy devices and. measures employed to 
ensure respect of usually accepted radiological stand.ards ? 
protective measures taken in connection with the storage an~ 
processing of medium and high-activity waste produced during 
OJ:.:eration~ 
Tho thermal effects of nuclear plants - especially power plants 
are also undoubtedly extremely important from the point of view of 
the site and its envirorunent. However, this question needs to bG 
studied in a broader context than that of nuclear poi-rcr productinn 
. ' 
alone, because other types of power production and industri&l 
fl.ctivity (eog., iron and steel plants) crt:.ate similc.r effects. T:.c:~~" 
is no reason to treat the nuclea,r industry in a way whicb. might 
jeopardize ist. 
;., ,,,J 
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Hith• due allowance for the prerogatives and responsabilities 
of the n~:ttional authorities, the Commission therefore has the 
task ...: within the Community - of trying to pr.mnote the har-
. monious development of nuclear power applications, to ensure 
an equivalent degree of safety and protection for workers and 
the general public and to bring about the gradual re111oval of 
technical barriers to trade• Measures taken·to attain these 
ends will mainly affect : 
- electricity producers . and operators of the various types of 
I 
nuclear pla~ts (power plants, reprocessing plants, waste 
storage plants) through the resulting rationalization and 
shortening of approval procedures ; 
- the licensing authorities .and safety and inspection agencies~ 
by the application of similar analytical methods, specifica-
tions, criteria and str~.ndt".rds, thereby avoiding,. in the future, 
possible qualitative disparitios in the protection of the 
inhabitants of the various countries ; .. 
indust!ial architects and construction companies, by 
facilitating the tinimpeded gro~h of cross-frontie~ 
contracting ; 
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~he autho~~. and_c::t:encies ~-J20!lsibJ.e for apJ2..~ied 
resen,r~~!2·3'r"~J~e~, by avoiding too great a diepors"1 
of daff effort and e}.penditu.re, and u3eless duplic::ttl·:·n 
of work. 
The cP.'adual alignrnen"'_; of practiceo and cri teri0. in the 
various countries will facilitate the 11stc..ndardization11 
of industrial units and equipment and loa.d to increased 
prcfi t~\')i lity. 
The prog-.cessi ve 11s-'.;andardization" of design, r:1anufacturing 
procedur-&s; safety standards and quality control serves 
ecorJ.omic interests as >v<:ll as the pu11lic interest. At the same 
tiwe, this standardization enables the authorities respon-
sible for issuing permits for the siting, construoticn 
rmd operat1on of such plants to apply simpE·::'iecl procec.lures 
for their review of applications submi ttecl. 'I'his is parti-
cularly important in view of the rapid c~o~~h of nucle~r 
indu.stri0s ancl the resulting prolifer2,tion of applications 
for permits. Finally, this standardization can also faci-
lit<lte relations e.nd exchanges of information 1r-Tith bot:., 
the industrially adva::.1.cec: and the developihg conntries 
outside the Community. 
Furthermore, with regn.rd to onvironmentnl haza.rds, to Nl:i ch 
the gener21 public attaches increasing importance, the 
public relatior.s of electricity proc1ucers, licensing autho-
rities and associated sg,fety nnd inspection arencios could 
benefit from an appro~ch which was as closely aligned 
throughout the Community as possible. 
For achie·ving such ob,jccti ves? the Co,,~,nission providGs 
an appropriate framework, particularly t.eca:uc<> J.:Jt :uq•·pest 
. I~. 
,!,' 
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experience in this field, in cooperation with the various 
relevant te.:::huical at,·encies of th..:. Lember States, of third 
countries and other international agencies. 
So f~r, the measures taken by the Commission have been of 
two types. It is recommended that increased efforts be made 
along the same· lines 
1) measures to harmoni zo safety techniques and. standardi-ze 
eqUipment ; 
2) measures to _coordinate applied research programmes. 
Driefly speaking, the aim of the first type of measure is 
to achieve an equivalent standard of health' n.nd safety 
for 'llrorkcrs and th_e general public 
to reduce technical bo.rrierz to trade inside and outside 
the Community by facili ta.ting the balanced development of 
the nucle~~ industry. 
The aim of the second type of moasttra is 
to facilitate consultation and coordination in this field 
by improving the flow of information about research pro-
grammes and th~ir results ; 
to arrive at a better definition of the importance of the 
various programmes through a compro~ze between the problems 
of the licensing authorities and safety agencies and those 
of the constructors and operators 9 
.; .. 
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to achieve economies on an interLational scale by nvoidin~ 
usele:ss 'iuplicr.tion. 
II. Background 
Since 1959~ the Commission hns been endeavouring, in colla-
boration with the various technical agencies of the r•:ember 
States competent in this matter, to prevent wherever possible 
the development of excessive disparities within the Community. 
Initially 7 this i\J'as e1.chieved principnlly by a pragmatic ap-
proach, i.e.r by pooling 11nd comparing technical expertise 
and experience with specific problems relating to nuclear 
safetJ•. 
Ho~rever, on repeated occasions sine~ 1965, the Commission has 
~C::'l urged - particularly by industry and certain government 
authorities - to take more decisive and n.bove all more 
S,f!":·cematic steps to-;.mrds n. closer approximation of 
mc:J-Lhodologie8, specifications, criteria. and safety standards 
us9d inside the Community, and more coordination in the 
handling of research topics of common interest- in this field. 
In this respect, mention should be made of the results of 
numerous consultations between the Commission and the relevant 
circles (government r.uthorities, miTP:::GDE for the electricity 
producers and UlUC:E for the constructors). 
In particular 1 UiUCE: has repeatedly stressed tc the Commiosion 
the interest and urgency of such me~sures(l). 
(1) namely 
- in a letter d.ated 1 Octo1Jer 1970 to tl1e Commission 
.j .. 
' '' 
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It is also relevant to recall the favourable recommendations 
fo:tm'.llated previou'sly by the 'various Community bodies the 
European Parlia.ment( 2), the Economic and Social Committee 
(ESC)( 3), the Euratom Scientific and Technical Committee 
(STC) (4). 
Since 1972, in response to the repeated appeals made to it~ 
the Commission has taken a. nu.nber of new steps described 
later in this report. At the same time, the Commission has 
committed itself, before the Council, to submitting in due 
course a. general ·report on measures concerning nuclear safety 
(discussions in the Council of new applications for funds since 
1972, letter from President ~1. };.ANSHOLT dated 4 l1a.y 1912 and 
appended document R/976/72 (FIN 267) (ATO 67), supplementary 
document R/1368 /7 2 ( Filq 388) ( ATO 9 3) • 
- in a. study and recommendations drawn up by a UNICE study 
group on the safety aspects of the European Community's 
energy supplies (Chapter 4 : Nuclear Energy) dated 5 October 
1973 ; ' 
- in the opinion of the ID!ICE Nuclear Committee, dated 13 I·lay 
1974, on document crn!(74)10 final of 1 February concerning 
the "Promotion of the Use of ~clear Energy". 
(2) Resolution on the Tenth General Report of the EURATO?~ 
Commission adopted at the meeting of 18 October 1967 -
(1350/67 (ASS 622)). 
(3) Comments on the ''General Report on the Community'3 Nuclear 
Policy" (CES 215/69 and CES 257/69 of 12 August 1969). 
(4) Opinion of tho STC on document EUn/C/4100/67 ; SEC(67) 4149 
confirmed by the- STC meeting on 5 r.1arch 1968 ; opinion endorsed 
on several oocasions thereafter and confirmed on the basie of 
this document on 18 December 1974• 
.; .. 
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Furthermore, .the nuclenr programme (COM(74) 10 final) submitted 
to the Council on 8 :B'ebruary 197 4, in connection with the 
guidelines and priority measures for a Community energy policyf 
also provides for the submission of this consolidated·report. 
P.inally, explicit r,oferonce to Ue problems of r"ucloar safety 
vTas made in documont SEC (74) 2592 (final) of 17 July 1974 
"Energy for furope" : research and development (strategic 
sect or : nuclE:ar energ-y) and in the Resolution on ':Rnergy and 
the Environment" (point 11) adoptud by th-3 Council on 
7 November 1974. 
III. Legal co:r-sidcrations 
Activities relnting to nuclear safety are covered by the bUratom 
Treaty because·they constitute a decisive factor in the deve-
lopment of the Community's nuclear industries (sec Treaty 
:...rticlos 1 and, 2 in· particular). 
The Co!Tlmission .is therefore empo1,yered to unc~ertak.e programmes 
of reseerch into pr~blems affecting the safety of nuclear 
plants in general (1\rticles 7 and lO)t to take steps to pro-
mote consultation ;;md coordination (Articles 5 and 135) and 
to deliver opiniono and formulate recommendations (secor.d 
indented subparagraph of Article 12,1.), 
J.·urthermore, the Commission ht>.s a c ntractual obligation to 
keep abreast of the s~fety problems of demonstration power 
stations accepted under the Lgl"'eE:ment for Cooperation between 
tho United States and Euratom in 1}58 (!...rticle 3 of the basic 
. I .. 
]. 
I' 
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contracts resulting from this !..greement between the EAEC and SEN.t .. , 
Kim and ENEL, for the ~nuc~ear plants at ·Chooz, Gu.ndremmingen and 
Garigliano respectively). · · ; 
' ; 
From a legal standpoint; 'the Commission has; in conneetion with 
nuclear plant safety, availed itself. of the possibilities offered 
by Article 124 of the :E:u.ratom Treat-y (opinions and recommendations) 
mnly on isolated occasions, i.e., for safety evaluations of specific 
projects (see Chapter IV below). 
At the present stage this is because nuclear develop~ent • even in 
the case of proven~type nuclear power plants - is likely to undergo 
further substantial changes which make it impossible for the time 
being to issue opinions or recommendations of general appliC.ation 
on the subject of safety. 
Furthermore, the effects of the 'progressive approximation of 
analytical methods·, specifications' ci'i teria and standards and the _, 
rationalization of rcsoarch programmes can'already, in an· initial 
stage, be effectively achieved by systematically promoting 
consul tat ion and the pooling ·of ··expertise at ·Comm'l.ilii ty: level 1 and 
by systematically' disseminating the ·results of this·-work in the 
various quarters concerned; ' j• ' 
'. t • ' 
Finally, since'this type of activity- which n~tural~·includes· · 
experts• recommendations- is mainly'int~nded to remove·technical 
barriers to trade in the nuclear sector, it bears some - technical -. 
resemblance to the programmes of action implemented unde~ Article 100 
.; .. 
,, 
•t. 
-, 
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of the EEC Tro~t;·, particularly the General Programme for the 
Hemoval of Technical Barriers to Trade approved by the Council 
in 1969 for conve11tional products and activities. Hhile 
bearing in mind the need for a gradual apprco:!.ch, an•l 
especially the ob~ective impossibility of issuing "d.irGctives" 
on nucJ.e,'1r safety a~ this stage, the implications of the 
provisio'l.e of this EEC article must not be overlooked in the 
future, either for nuclear technologies or~ more generally, 
for other leading technologies. 
IV. ~Jorking mothods objectives 
1. i'leo$1res to harmonize safety tochnicr:es and stanclar0.ize 
nuclea~ipment 
1.1. Ir.troductioH 
In the various :romber Stat")s, the laws ·and ndminis-:"' 
trative proceduros gove~ing the issue of permits 
for locating, buildin~ and opere,t:i,ng nuclear plant 
and equipment differ in varying degrees as regards 
technical criteria and practice. 
liaxir..g rt.gard mere specifically to the pcssibili t:j:es 
offered 'by the ~..tratom Treaty (sec Chapter III of 
the present repcrt) 1 it seemed advisable to begin by 
.. ; .. 
:\I' 
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focusing efforts on the harmonization of technical aspects, 
this being the first compulsory stage on the road to 
approximating laws and administrative procedures. 
1.2. Studies of specific projects - harmonization by a 
- -- -·-----~~tic appr~ 
Safety evaluations of specific projects for nuclear 
plants have been madB either by virtue of the con-
tractual obligations mentioned earlier (basic con-
tract between Euratom and the operators of nuclear 
power plants accepted under the Agreement for ~cope­
ration between the US/~C and Euratom), at the request 
of the competent autho-rities of. certain. J.lember. States, 
or as result of individual technical cooperation ar-
rangements put into effect on proposals by the com-
petent departments of the Commission. 
Si"Iice 1959, this activity has been pursued 'With the 
cooperation of national expert's, often within the 
framework of research contracts. Eleven nuclear 
industrial plnnts have been cover~d and about hrenty 
assessment reports submitted. 
Untl.l now,. the second indented subparci.graph of kr-
ticle ·124 of the Euratom Treaty" (opinions and recor.l-
mendations) has applied only to power plants studied 
pursuant to the basic contracts mentioned earlier or 
when an expr~ss request was made to the Commission. 
In the case of other safety assessments, the reports 
.; .. 
\ ..,.'-/ 
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comprising the opinions and recommendations made by 
tlw. specially-formed panels of experts are trans:ni t-
ted to the authorities ~nd agencies of the country 
concerned for information purposes. 
III/936-2/7 4-E 
These assessments on specific projects by Com~unity 
panols of experts should be continued i;1 ooJperution 
'lrri th the licensing and safety authorities of the 
countries concerned, a guarantee being given that the 
legal and administrative prerogatives of the compe-
tel:t nat::.oad authorities will be safeguardeD.. 
Hitherto, thoso joint assessments on specific tech-
nical problems have constituted the most direct way 
of comparing the practices and criteria ap?licd in 
the various countries. 
F~rthermore, experience has shown that the causes of 
mnl function in nul ceR.r plants and the remedial :o1e·3.-
sures applied should bo studiecl in detail and jointly 
by the constructors e .. nd operators of po'l-rer ~lants 
and the safety and inspection authorities. The 
racurr.::nce of such incidents collld be avoided by 
more s;ystematic e:r:char:ges of informatic·n. 
So fnrf collabnr~.tion n.t Community level as :::-ec"ards 
expert assessments on specific projects has been 
partly a consequence of the lack of sufficiently well-
equipped safety and inspection bodies in certain 
.; .. 
' I 
--
·, 
I. 
countries ~d/or the complexity of eertain new techni-
4,· 
cal probl~m~. Cooperation has been agreed upon case 
by case.~th the authorities and podies directly 
' :i ' 
concerned. '!'he expenses of out.side experts associated 
' ~; 
with the work have been entirely defrayed by the Commu-
. nity {boc@.use such studios are in the Community•s 
interest )r 
In future, s~9h operations should be organized more 
! ' 
systematical~y. The Commission proposes to institude 
" 
a basic coo:g~ration procedure to e:overn its relations 
with the va~tous national authorities and inspection ,, 
and safety qodies, as well as the budgetary aspects 
of this typ~ of work. In connection with these 
aspects, it might be possible, depending on the degree 
I' 
of Community ~nterest, for certain st.udies to be com-
pletely fundeca by the CEC (the field being limited t·o 
r 
the investi~tion of new technical problems such as 
those encqllijt~red when the operating limits of proven-
type plan~s ~re extended, when probabilistic methods 
' ' 
of analysis are applied or when prototype plants are 
t :,, 
used for ~ndu~trial purposes), others to he funded on 
a shared-expense basis 'by the CEC .and the contractor, 
and others still to be paid for entirely_ by the pro-
moter. 
.; .. 
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1.3. §lst~!_r!~ti~~~~tioE_52~~!;~~?gie~J.-re~l~!ions, 
~po~~~~?.~~~2E~-~n~-~}id~~C ~E~!~E~~.l-~~~ust~~~l~!~~= 
da~ff~~!!~~-~.~!l 
(a) G0ner~l considerations governing working methods 
--~------.. ------------------------------
The field includes 
- safety methodologies (for instance: determinis-
tic, probabilistic, semi-empiricn.l) 
- hypotheses and methods of analysis of accidents 
of varying severity 9 
- general criteria for location, design and 
const ruct.i on 7 
regulations, specifications, criteria or stan-
dards govvrning the design, manufacture, assem-
bly and operation (for instance, frequency of 
tests and inspecti~ns, onload limits) of systems, 
sub-assemblies or single components. 
T-fork in this field concerns practices and equip-
ment most suitable for standardization. Conse-
quently, when orders of priority are determined 
jointly by the various parties concerned, the 
following are among the factors tvhich must be 
borne in mind 
- the reletive importance of the equipment with 
regard to possible serious accidents (for in-
stance, reactor vessel and primary circuit) 
. I .. 
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and/or mitigation of the consequence~ of potential 
accident.s- (to;r i~~anee, electr:i:cal emergen?Y. 
supply systems, secondary containment, general 
safety and emergency systems) ; 
- developments towards "mass" production of nuclear 
equipment (industrial experience) : for instance, 
reaotor vessel and internals, primary circuit, 
valves ; 
• the trend towards growing international trade 
in designs and equipment (for instance; elec-
tromechanical apparatus, reactor vessels, secon-
dary containments) ; 
- progress to date in national and international 
standardization (in order to avoid duplication 
and eru-:ey out in-depth studies) .J _ 
- the extent to which solutions to technical sa-
, ' . '. ' 
fety problems already exist and the slight pro-
. : ~ ~ :' 
bability of major changes being made i~ s~ch 
solutions as a result of current R & D work ; 
- the extent to which technical safety programmes 
are indepen.dent of rese.~ch (tor instance, 
redundancy and reliability of systems). 
< • : 
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Norking methods recommended at national a.nd international level 
reflect a desire to·refrain, for the time being, from iwposing 
restr-ictive standards whi·ch might inhibit subsequent development. 
Th~ Commission must also take into account the steps which have 
been taken or are plann~d by other international organizations 
such as the IAE.A, the ISO (Intern!ttional Standards Organization), 
the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and the 
Nuclear Energy-Agency of the OECD. It is therefore advisable to 
take measures which can be actively dovetailed with existing 
.schemes, ·and above all to take more far-reaching measures along 
lines better suited to the Community context. 
Thus, the Commission's role is one of a cat~lyst, acting on a 
well-defined regional level, for schemes which have sometimes 
been launched on a broader international scale. 
One last general consideration \1Thich must be borne in mind vJhen 
dGfining the methods for this pha~e of action is that. there are 
several types of nuclear plant and equipment. Some studies cr 
measures can apply - if necessary by extrapolation - to several 
types of plant (for instance, various reactor concepts), but 
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. others tmlSt be tailored to su~ t. a spec~fic type of pl~n:t. or 
'" • ' ' ',~ ' ' I , I ' ~ • ~ ' 
equi:t>mt?D:t, (f.or in_E!t;J.nce, _l;1..,part~cular ~eact9~ concept, ·- .. 
< ' • .. ' • • • • • ' 
reprocessing J?lant:s, effl~ellt _and ~t;tsi;e proc_e.ssi.:qe). _ ... 
In view o~ .the very large range of subj-ects to be cove;reg 
. ' ' ~ ' 
and aU the private and public bod,ies involved, wqrking. _ 
: ' ' ' ' • ' > 
methods must be mainly designed for an in-depth approach. 
I - . , 
It is therefo;r_e not suffici~nt to se UJ> working_ parties, 
or even special~zed study ~oups. · 
Work ~n the various topics co~ld not be sufficiently 
deta~led and mi~t rail to pro~uce. tangible results,' 
unles~: 
- prel~minary studies are made by a ~11 n~ber of 
~Xperts as a basis for exch~ngoe o views in a larger 
group7 
- consolidated reports are drawn up y the experts and 
submitted for the opinion of the w rking parties or 
study groups. 
Host of the topics to be covered are of interest to a large 
number of bodies which - for practic 1 reasons - cannot all 
be associated with the work of the s u~ groups. In order 
to take all opinions into account, 
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correspondence must the.refor.e· be arranged between the 
preparatory and final phases of the work referred to 
above. 
The consolidated reports must set out both the points 
on which the experts atTee and those on which vie~s still 
differ. 
The progress made so far in this field (Chapter IV, 1.3.) 
is outlined in Annex I. 
At the present stage of development of nuclear power 
production and the associated industries, and bearing in 
mind the structure of the Community and the legal means 
at' its disposal, it is felt' that! 
- co:'1sultntion A.nd collaboration bott·reen exrerts, backed 
up by preliminary and consolidated reports, 
the gathering of the opinions of all the bodie·s concerned, 
particularly by correspondence in addition to the '1-Tork of 
the study group, 
- widespread circulation of the consolidated reports on 
which the panels of experts will give their opinion, 
. I .. 
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are sufficient, in the.first phase, o bring. gradaally 
into line the analytical methods, sp cifications,. orite~ia 
and safety norms on which the issue f permits for the 
location, building and prolonged,ope 
plants is based.· Since this is a new technology and since 
the relevant analytical methods and cientific data are 
developing extremely rapidly, the Co ission will ~ott in 
View of the present conditions in wh 
being undertaken or planned, make us of the possibility 
of formulating general recommendatio s pursuant to the 
second indented sub-paragraph of Art ole 124 of the. 
Euratom Treaty, 
It feels that it will be in a position o do this by 1978, 
in the light of the eXperience gained d ring the first phase. 
The recommendations will probably oonce n light-water reactors; 
the Commission will choqse the standard which ~re least liable 
to change (for instance,. general design· criteria. for pla.nts of 
this type; design and manufacturing re irements - in some 
oases inspection requirements - for sys ems, structures and 
' 
mechanical components such as press~e iessels, primary tubing, 
safety containments; the redundan~y requirements for electro-
mechanical emergency or safety equipment] reliability standerds 
for reactor-core protection systems·; analyses of .the-
consequence~ of oertain.aocidents such· as f~el handling 
accidents). 
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Of course these recommendations may be revised 
periodically, specificationsy criteria and industrial 
standards already in exi~tence at national level are 
revised about every two years. 
At a later date, possibly in the first half of the 
1980s, the Commission considers th~t, for certain 
types of standards which are ready for adoption in 
legal form, it will be possible to begin gradually to 
propose to:the-.Counci:t·_drat':t_directives··based op. EEC 
Treaty f~ticle 100 according to a pre-established 
order of priority. 
2. r.1easures to coordinate applied research programmes 
2.1. Introduction 
The main objective of saf~ty research programmes is 
to try and· throw light on the obscure .or uncertain 
factors which still condition the siting and operation 
of various types of nuclear plants. ·programmes usually 
focus on particular concepts of reactors ~r plants and 
auxiliary equipment (for instance~ reprocessing~ waste, 
containers and· means of transport) 3 sometimes. they 
concern several concepts. 
Since the aim of such progrrunmes is to achieve optimum 
safety, they are of fundamental public interest • 
. ; .. 
;;·"' 
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Consequently, the cost of such prO'gra.mmes is generally 
· met, o:r heavily subsidizedl; ~out of :public funds. This 
provides added reasons for achieving economies on an 
int~rnational scale and promoting the r.apid dissemination 
of information in this field. 
In the Community, research programmes of'this type are 
being.developed chiefly on a national scale (in decreasing 
order ·or budget size1 : tvest Germany, France, UK, tta.ly, 
Benelux) and also at the JRC - Ispra2 •. 
Itesearch programmes are alE!o gain:Lng in importance in the 
non-member countries most advanced in nuclear power 
development (for instance, the United States3 and Japan). 
! As ·~:r guide: ~ r 
- ·a. bout . 25 m. u. a. per year in tie at ·Germany (specifically on 
safety) 
'. 
- about .10 m.;u .• a., per ye~r ~n ?ranqe (also i~clud,ing some 
'reactor development). · · 
2 '·. -. ' l ·•. . - .. 
~bout 5 m.u.a. per year 
3 For instance·~: for the United States, the ~d~t for USAEC alone 
(i.e. not counting th~ ·programmes;.Q'f the ERRI·. --.·Electric Power 
11esearch Institute, for instance) .was. as fol~9ws for "reactor 
safety" research: ' · · 
1973 
1974 
.. 1975 
¢_ 34 million (full amount· Liffi) 
"¢. 41 million (38· million on LWR) 
~ 53 mill;f.on (requested) (47, 5 million on LWR) • 
IDa This expendit'\ll'e is entirely devoted to "Safety", i.e. it does 
not include other major cost items entailed by the development 
of reactorsr-euOh as tvm (~ 29 million in 1973), U.IFBR (~ 143 million); 
gas reactors (~ 1.1 million). 
.;. -
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But budget forecasts and conrp1.risons must be viewed with 
circumspection because t~']<_·y V'-: c-·~;:;e numerous disparities 
the breakdown of the b1.:,: 6\~t itself (by reactor concept or 
not), distribution by type of facility (reactors, fuel cycle, 
waste), la.c~c of equiva1e:1ce betv;een bodies re.:Jponsible for 
management and implementation, different proportional amounts 
devoted to staff, etc. 
So far the systematic provision of information concerning the 
progress of research pr.:.g-C':~r,:mes and their result.::: hos berm 
organized to varying ex~;.:;_ ·.t s and with varying u:sans in a. 
certe-in number of count:::ies. 
(a) General considerations governing working me-:;hods 
______________ ....,. ___ .. ------- ____ , -------.. -_,. ..... -.. ----
The field covered em"braces an extremeJy wide range of 
subjects and scient5. +'ic disci.plines concerned with the 
search for solutions to the problems involved in preventing 
potential acciden-ts o1.' in elucidating the phenomena of the 
occurrence and lirr . .;.ta"t.ion of the consequences of potential 
accidents. 
Some of the ?roblems ~ay apply - if necessary by 
extrapolation- to several types of facility or equipment1 , 
For· instance: problems relating to mechan:i.cal and material aspects, 
or the release, transport ami cieposi"t ·of f.i.ssion products • 
. ; .. 
''' 
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but most· of the problems are specific to a particular type of 
facility (for instance, a single reactor concept). 
It is already difficult, at national level, to deal efficiently 
with a situation rendered complex by the materials involved 
(plethora of topics, rapid evolution of technical data) and by 
the authorities and agencies concerned. For the same· reasons, 
the task is even more difficult at Community level. Furthermore, 
other international work, for instance that Qf the OECD-NEA, 
must also be taken into account. 
The coordination of research pro~ammes may be achieved by one 
or more of the follotdng means 1 through a gradual and mutual 
process of alignment: 
(1) rapid circulation of periodical information concerning 
programmes and results obtained; 
(2) periodical.·meetings between experts on well-defined topics 
of interest; 
·(3) multi-nation discussions with a view to.coordinated measures 
in well-defined fields (may follow frGm (2)); 
(4) exchanges of staff and equipment employed on.e:x:perimental 
projects and analytical· eomputer·programmes; 
(5) implementation of coordinated programmes. 
..; .. 
'" { ;, 
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( 6) joint operation of experimental facilities. 
~earing in mind these criteria, the Commission felt that the 
first steps should be tak,:,n towards irnproi.'ing the coordination 
of national and Community (JHC) programmes and facilitating 
exchanges of information ui th the non-mern'ber countries most 
advanced in this field 
In view of the foregoing considerations (range of subjects, 
' ' 
'complexity of structures, degree of rossible coord~nation, 
etc.), it is advantageous: 
- to subdivide the huge field of research to b8 covered] 
to focus efforts on improvint;" exchanges of information 
both on programrnt; modifications and developments and on 
progress and results obtained~ 
to endeavour at the same time to arrive at the best 
co~promise between the major technical problems to be 
solved and the research programmes and to identify 
priori ties. 
All this cnt~ils work by panels of experts and specialized 
study groups, backed up by preliml,na.ry studies and consolidated 
rep')rts on specialized top{cs. 
((c) Present progress 
------------
The progress made so far in this field (Chapter IV 2.2,) is 
.; .. 
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briefly described in Annex 2. 
(d) Ultimate objectives 
--~----~·-------
Generally speaking, the ultimate objectives of the Commission's 
measure are: 
.. 
1. to establish:an efficient and rapid information network in 
the Community and to facilitate exchanges of information 
with industrially-developed non-member countries; 
2, to promote - in selected fields and according to a pr~ 
established order of priority - continuous consultation, 
coordinatio~ and cooperation between the specialized agencies 
and institutes of the Member states and, where appropriate, 
those of the non-member States. 
3;~to promote Community projects alongside JRC direct projects. 
The ·nature of these activities places them within the scope of 
Article 5 and possible Article 1 (Community projects) of the 
Euratom Treaty and does not require the application of .Article. 
124 of that Treaty. 
' . 
Since the information netwo~·should be effectively.launohed by 
. ' 
the end of 1974~ the Commission proposes·cth'i,titnvettt~]a·U~ons~-'be 
started in early 1975 on the question of whether the Committee 
on Scientific and Technical Information and Documentation (CIDST), 
~ttached to the Committee for Scientific and Technical Research 
(CREST), could usefully be piacei:l in chal"lre of these activities 
(cf. other sectoral activities such as agricultural documentation, 
metallurgy, environmental protection). 
.; .. 
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3. Parallel measures 
Under this heading, the following three types of action should be 
mentioned: 
- ~~tua~~~E~~!~-~~ li~~~~~E~-~~~~~~~~in~~!E~ti~£E2~~duE~ 
in force 
An up-to-date review of national licensing laws and administrative 
procedures for nuclear plants will be circulded at the end of 1974 
for the Communi t~r countries, and probably in 1975 for non-member 
countries. 
This ucti vi ty al-ises moro particularly out of point A (h) of the 
Commission's plan of action to promote the use of nuclear energy 
(COH(74) 10 finalf 1 F'ebruary 1974) 
The repercussions on environment and hurnan beings of the developmGnt 
of nuclear poi'rer in the medium and long term are studied both from 
the point of vie•v of normal operation and from that of hypothetical 
accidental circumstances. Tho work consits of studies within the 
framework of thG Community's plurinnnual research progranune 113io!ogy 
and Health Protection" and published internal reports and more far-
reaching inveStications with the assistance of outside experts. 'l'his 
work is also intended to 'provide useful information in connection 
with controversies on nuclear issues. 
Studies on specific projects (Chapter IV 1.2.) and the examination 
of different safety methodologies (Chapter IV 1.3.) entail a more 
frequent ue~ of probabilistic analJ~ical methods and systematic 
cons~ltation~ on the subject. Accordingly, the Corr@ission has 
. I .. 
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·always given its full cooperation to the OECD-NEA through 
the Committee for the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) 
for organizing specialized symposia in this field (5 symposia 
since 1968) and has advocated further probabilistic studiefl 
~ ' . . . 
on the.·oomparative reliability of emergency and safety systems 
or the probability of plant malfunction or accidents • 
v. !m;elicatioris of the measures .... _ . . .. . .. 
1. Appropriations for researph contracts 
The complexity of the subjects a.t issue, their multidisciplinar.y 
cha,ra.cter, together with the working methods applied in order to 
tackle the problems in depth (Chapters I and IV) will require 
back-up research carried out under contract with quali.fied , 
national experts selected from the various circles directly 
concerned by the problems under investigation. On.the basis of 
' ' 
experience gained so far, the Commission considers that to 
finance this research provision should be made for an annual 
appropriation of about Bfrs 10 million (scheme to.become fully 
operational by 1976).,·1lbt.s:amou;lt ·,i;·lil,1.tci.be·."::.:. ·: . 
considered as a basic suppo~ in order to allow t~e existing 
s~uqy groups, and especially those working in the fiel~ of water-
cooled reactors,_ to work efficiently. ~f development of 
investigation, especially td~h regard to the consultation on 
rese_a.rc~ programmes, brought up the necessity of a.n ~noreased 
' ' . ' -
effort by the Community, the Commission reserves t.~~ possibility 
of submitting to the Council appropriate proposals • 
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2. Implications for relations vri th r!on-member countries 
ITaturally, in the various fields covered by this Report, the 
Community's relations vri th the specialized bodies of non-member 
countries (for instance the United States, Japan, Sweden) will 
continue under the auspices of various other international 
institution::~ such as the lAE.li., the ISO and the OECD-NEA. 
However, more particular relations already exist and should be 
developed in the near future~ 
(a) c~ntinuous rel~tions have been maintained with the us~\Ec 
since 1959, mainly in connection with the joint safety 
assessment£ of first-generation light water power plants 
approved under the USABC-EAEC cooperation agreement. Tho 
industrial dev0lopment of the light-vvater reactor concept 
on both sides of the Atl~ntic has also helped to koep 
collaboration as close as possible. Rel~tions take the form 
of exchanges of views on specific technical safety probl0ms 
and general exchanges of infmrmation (reports etc). For 
some years, however, these contacts have been placed on a 
rather informal footing. 
In view of the d8velopment of the activities referred to in 
Chapters I ·and IV a::.d of ·the existence of bilateral· 
~coopere.tion asreements recer ... tly concluded by some ! . ~ember 
States~ the Commission feels it would be advisable to 
establish formal procedures of collaboration on the specific 
question of "m'.clear safety" of lieht-water reactors for 
instance, under the US.AEC-:~.l\EC cooperation agreement (making 
allowances, of course, for structural changes which may occur 
.; .. 
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in the meantime in the United States, for instance through the 
creation of .the,.N'uclear Regulatory Commissi-on (NTIC) and 'the 
Energy Research a.nd Development .Agency (ERDA)). 
The procedures of cooperation should therefore relate to the 
technical problems arising in connection with licensing 
(licensing ·regulations·· and standards} and in connection With 
the Safety Research programmes. Provision could be made, for 
instance, for American experts to participate regularly as 
observers in the work of the panels of experts concerned with 
light-water reactor safety (see Annexes l'and 2), and possibly 
for the joint use of some experimental facilities. 
The Commission therefore intends to ask the Council in 1975 for 
a. brief to negotiate With the relevant American authorities, on 
the basis of the existing USAEG-EAEC outline cooperation agree-
ment, a protocol specifically concerned with safety problems. 
(b) l4ore systematic consultations with the Scandinavian (Denmark, 
Sweden, Norway and Finland) association for reactor safety (NARS) 
is now possible by virtue of the participation of Danish eXperts 
in the activities referred to in Chapter IV, sections 1 and 2, 
of this report. 
If it.later proved useful to conclude a. formal agreement with the 
Scandinavian authorities on tllis subject, the Conunission· would 
introduce a request to the Council for a negOtiating brief. 
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Finally, in the intern~tional organizations, the CEC should continue 
to colla'::lora,t e closely,. in the IA&l. and ISO: mainly oh new safety 
m(>thodologies and standards (specifications, codes o'f good practice, 
guide criteria, industrial safety standnrds) tind in the OECD-NEA on 
exchanges of information concerning research programmes. 
,1!~ ) ', r • 
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~NEX t 
, ' , . r , ~rogr.ess to date ; sy'stematic consultation on methodologies, 
regulation:~,. specifi'catiohs a."nd :guide' criteria, 
! • ~·~ t;, 
i,n'dust~ial st~dards with safety implications 
(Chapo IV 1.3) 
____ .. ___________ ._ __________________ ·--~----·----
l) k,i.s_h.t"!..w.~r r~act_o~z:!. 
Since ·f he end, of 1972 a working party on light-water reactor 
safety was set up with the task of holding systematic consul-
tatio~s on methodologies,. specifications, general and detailed 
guides, criteria and standards relating to safety problems. 
The gr0up includes experts from all the circles referred to in 
Chapter I. 
Briefly speaking, the group's work has consisted of : 
- studying the complex problem of the terminology of safety 
standards ; 
• reaching agreement on a broad range of subjects to be covered, 
including general plant concepts, systems (sets of components), 
and individual structures and components ; 
• setting itself an order of priority for its inventory and 
comparison of practices and standards, namely, to deal first 
of all with hypotheses and analyses of accidents originating 
inside and outside plants, together with general design 
criteria, rather than more detailed criteria and standards 
concerning subassemblies of components ; in accordance with 
this order of priority. the members of the working party 
answered a number of questions set out in a questionnaire 
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Orig. : F 
devised by the Commission's department with the help of out-
side experts ; cert3in aspects of the replies will be studied 
comp~ratively, by order of priority ; 
- producing surveys of t~e technical/administrative requirements 
and usu~l procedures for issuing licences for the siting, 
construction and operation of nucle~r facilities in the res-
pective countries ; the administrative data supplied in these 
surveys was also used for the systematic information work 
referred to in Ch~pter IV - 1.3 of the Report ; 
keep~ng an up-to-date classified record of the various speci-
fic:tions, criteria, standards, etc. (Stand~rds) in prepara-
tion or planned in the CEC and non~member countries. 
- The Group will also, in the near future : establish an order 
of priority for comparative studies of standards for systems, 
structures or coMponents, accordine to various criteria (e.g., 
stage of development of standards, importance for safety, 
international market considerations, etc.). 
In response mainly to the repeated appeals of UNICE and UNIPEDE, 
the Commission called a meeting in October 1974 between repre-
sentatives of the relevant authorities and representativee of 
electricity producera (UNIPEDE). 
The object of this first meeting was to allow preliminary con-
sultation on : 
- practices ~nd criteria currently observed for fixing limits 
on the release of radioactive gaseous and liquid waste from 
nuclear power plants ; 
o/ o o o 
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... the approach envisaged for. the future, in view of the growing 
importance of nuclear electricity programmes. 
Finally, more systematic attention should be paid at ~ommunity 
level to the removal and storage of the medium-activity solid 
waste which accufuula~at nuclear power plants as a result of 
,the processing of liquid and gaseous waste. 
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.ANNEX 2 
Progress to date in exchanges of information 
and consnltntion on research 
(Chap. IV 2.2) 
l) Light-wat~r reactors 
-., 
.At the end of 19'72 a working party on light-water reactor safety 
was set up with the task of holding systematic consultatior.s on 
nctional and Community (~RC) safety research progr&~es. 
The working party groups are representative of all the circles 
concerned by these problems, i.e., the same bodies as those 
'::"'t'presented in the first working party (see Annex I, l)r but also-
.:...:-J. abov8 all- representatives of the authorities reP-llY' .. able for 
;:k-onaging research programmes financed out of public funC:..3, 
~ri8fly spenking, the group's wor~ has consisted of: 
(a) drawing up, mainl;r on the basis of a working paper prepared by 
. tho Co:nminsion's departments, an up-dated accOunt of research 
programmes devoted essentially to light-water reactors or other 
fields of common interest; 
(b) drafting jointly the details of a classification system to be 
used as a basis for the regul~r and rapid pooling of information 
on the developr.1ent of programmes in hand or in preparation in the 
Community and on the prof:Tess and results of such rese~rch. This 
system will be implemented in cooperation with the CID of 
Luxembourg~ the group has stressed the ff-,ct that a sydem of this 
type could play a useful roll in a systGmatic exchan5e of 
information~ via appropriate channels, with simila1ly auvanced 
non-member countries ( t.g. United States and Japan) • 
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(c) confirming the usefulness of the joint CEC/NEA working party, 
under the auspices of the NEA Committee for the Safety of 
Huclear Installations. (CSlU), st::t up in 1970 to study "the 
mebhanical and materials problems of the safety of steel 
components in,nuclearpower plants", particularly because of 
the crucial importance of these problems for the integrity of 
the primary circuit; 
_(d) also paying priority attention to the problems of loss-of-
coolant acoidents and the reliable operation of emergency 
cooling systems; in this connection, the working party is at 
present. studying the advisability of entrusting particular 
aspects of these problems to a specialized study group (e.g., 
certain technical parameters involved in the analysis of 
physical phenomena or comparative studies of computational 
models base~ on one or more standard examples), while taking 
care to avoid duplication with other activities in the same 
general field (such as the work of a study group ~f the JRC 
Safety Programme Management Advisory Committee, whose brief 
is to prepare the 1 Community portion' of the depressurization 
loop under the ~C safety programme). 
2) Sodium-cooled {U,f.FDR), and gas-cooled fast breeder (HTGCR} 
I 
In view of the present stage of development of these concepts, it 
was considered appz:opriate to :report on. current progress-~in. the 
" 
part concerning research coord"nation. Nonetheless, some of the 
work in h:md relates to Chapter IV.l of this document • 
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Since safety problems affect tho development of these advanced C)nc0pts, 
they will also bG d0alt with in a report to be presented by thd Cummissivn 
during the year 1975, pursuant to point B f) of the nuclear safet~r 
programma ( COII(7 4) 10 final). 
(a.) Sodilun-cooled fast reactors 
In 1970 the Council of Jl.linisters decided to set up a Fast Reactor 
Coor.-'linating Committee ( CCTI.T:t) to facilitde the introduction and 
commercial use cf this type of reactor through improved cr)ordination 
and r-ooperatio~ under the various national programmes. 
lA:rl"J.en the Fast :Jec.ctor Coordinating Committee first examirled the 
quescion 1 it found ·chat, in view of the importance and !P.'-\';llitude of 
the type of pro"blem involved, the safety aspects were pnrticularly 
snitcd for collaboration. 
In 1972, the ccnR decided to sd up a Safety 1'Jorking Pc;ri;_y t.vi th a 
briGf to: 
- improve exchn.nges of information and progr:1mme coordination; 
- prepare the basic technologic:1l materir.,l for developing and 
harmonisinb safety criteria. 
Accordi:n:;ly 1 . the Safety VJorking Party has so far: 
- prepared .J.n inventory of P.&D o.cti vi ties in tho field of safety9 
- drawn up .J. list of typical accidents for sodium-cooled fast 
reactors; 
prep11red failure trees as a bn.sic for discussion of the o-rigins of 
accidents and the evolution of accidents) ~nth due regard to 
protective measures) 
.. ; .. 
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I : 
ty strategies applied in the different fast reactor 
·'lllll'Uni t y; 
discussed specific aspects of safety. 
The t-Torking Party has paid particular attention to the primary containment 
as a safety barrier. In vi~w of the importance of the c~ntainment, the 
liorking Party has set up a study group to identify the accidental 
conditions which must.be taken inte consideration when designing the 
containment. It is planned to set up a second study group t.o study the 
loading and beha-viour of the primary containment strua:tl!re during a 
serious accident. 
In a first round of talks, the first of the two study groups, which has 
been in existence.for a year, studied the problems in-vol-ved in the 
m~t~ematical treatment of the accidents to be contained by the containment. 
It is now drawing up an inventory of existing codes and compar~ng the 
various approches for analysing this type of accident in existing reactor 
concepts. 
other eubjects have been discussed with guest experts (e.g., earthquake-
proof' aesign, behaviour of aerosols, results of experiments performed in 
the CADRI reactor). 
With regard to future activities, the Fast Reactor Safety Working Party 
will continue, as laid do~~ in its brief, to prepare the ground for the 
harmonization of safety criteria. 
The comparison of safety strategies applied in'the various current 
projects repr~sents a first step in this direction. Discussions based 
on a document prepared by the reactor constructors Will be pursued in 
further detail and account will be taken of the viewpoints of the 
utilities and licensing authorities. 
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The Tr/orkine Party will co:.1tinue its study of specific subjec~s in order 
to submit, ~rht.re appropriate~ proposals for new projects to the Fast 
Reactor Coordindatinc Committee • 
f.nother subjects tackled by the CCRL1 in connection with safety and the 
licensing of fast reactors has been that of ~es and standards for 
sodium-cooled fast raactors. 
IJ.'h0 CCRH felt that it was important to becin joint action in this field 
during the phase of FDR prototype development in order to avoid a 
diversification of codes and standards which might later impede the 
development of a Community market~ on which tho commercial use of fast 
breeders will be heavily dpendent. 
The Codes and Standards 1{orking Party was therefore set u.p in spring 
1974. 
In accordance with its' brief, the working party will co~pare the codas 
and standa1•ds applied in fast reactor concepts in the Community for the 
~esign of components an~ choice of structural materials. It will also 
identify the points on which views coincide or diverge and, where 
~ppropriate, 'indicate the fields in which further theoretical or 
er;>erime!.Lttl.l data r .. ppear desil:'al:le. 
Lt its first meeting 1 held in Septembel:' 19741 the group discussed its 
work plan. To begin with 1 it decided to e%bhange data on the 
specifications of certain ·components and .compare t~e codes l:\pplied. A 
list of codes and standards to be discussod in order of priority will 
also be drawn up. 
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(b) Gas-cooled fast· reactors 
------------------------
of the· interest shown by various other circles, 
·to set up ·an:: ad hoc working party to study· the 
report on the GBRA-4 project • 
The first meeting of this working party was held at the end of· 
November 197 4. 
The Commission has worked on HT3R Safety problems under the Dragon 
..:\greement. Its work falls into tt:o tna.in · catego·ries: 
1. Safety of high-temperatAre reactor cores. 
'2. Safety of the high t-emperature reactor concept. 
In the first case, calculations were made in orde~ to ~rediot the 
release of fission produbta f .... om a stande.rd power rer-.c:f;""-" core 
composed of integra.ted' blocir ~JJ~ments. Hith regard t.: c~ ;;·:::·3pt. 
safety, detailed research l-lh.~ ca.rri.ed OUt. on the· CO.n ":l.l;l.;U!Gb.t Of a 
power plant equipped with a high-temperature reactor. 
In a preliminary study of the 'discharge of waste from a. HTGR, the 
\ 
question of radioactivity rel;")ases was· studies. In com1·:ption with 
the discharge 'of.radioactiv,; Nasta, a qualitative study of'the 
production and release of t::-i tium was made. 
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In viot>T of the importu.nce of these questions, and the growing 
interest they are arousing, ·it ·\,ras necess:try to collaborate closely 
Hith the n~unerous outside bodies concerned in this field. 
!,.. }larking Party on Hip.:h·-Temperature Reactor Safety was set up to 
carry out a periodical review on available dat~ and calculating 
methods, in connection with the rec:-uirement s of industry and the 
control authorities. 
This point is mentioned merely for the record because it is related 
to the safety of nuclear facilities and e~ipment. 
The problem of radioactive waste has been dealt v1ith in a specific 
programme proposal at the end of 197(~ it bears relevance both to 
the Environment Programme approved by the Council on 22 July 1973 
and to th8 nuclear safety progre.nmte (cmi(74)10 final point :~) e. 
F'rom 1975 onwards, it is probable that the implementation of various 
recover~ble-waste storage systems and high- and medium-activity waste 
transport will raise technological safety problems t'lhich will have to 
be investigated in ~reater detail. 
H must also be borne in mind that proposals for action must lead to 
syst~matic consultation on the guiding principles and specirications, 
criteria or standftrds a.pplicable in the management of waste storage. 
Such action is th0refore related to the work referred to in Chapter 
IY.l of this docunent. 
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F()f the reooro, it. ~st be noted that .the Safety CCMGP1 whose task i' 
to help ensure the best possible implementation of the JRC programme 
' 
in this field, could provi~e an additionc.l forum· for consultation on 
Safety research programmes. 
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